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Introduction
This paper takes a step towards understanding the propagation of polarization of solutions of real, symmetric linear systems, Qu = 0, of partial di erential equations. We will show that the operator Q can be brought into the very simple standard form This normal form can be achieved by splitting o elliptic summands, multiplying by invertible pseudodi erential operators and conjugating with invertible Fourier integral operators. The normal form is obtained modulo terms for which the full Taylor expansion of the principal symbol vanishes at every point of . Here is the subset of the cotangent bundle, where the principal symbol has a zero eigenvalue of multiplicity higher than one. The construction is microlocal, that is, in some conic neighborhood of a given point in the cotangent bundle. Of course, one would hope that the standard system is easier to investigate than the system in its original form.
In order to explain the assumptions under which the results can be proved, we recall that the propagation of polarization can be paraphrased mathematically as the behaviour of asymptotic high-frequency solutions of the m-th order system Qu = 0.
If
u(x) = e i hx; i a(x)
is a high frequency wave, with frequency , phase covector and amplitude vector a(x), then (Qu)(x) m e i hx; i Q(x; ) a(x); asymptotically as ! 1. Here Q(x; ) is a matrix, which is called the principal symbol of the operator Q, which is instrinsically de ned on the cotangent bundle T M of M, the phase space of classical mechanics, on which (x; ) are canonical coordinates. One says that u(x) is an asymptotic solution if Q(u) is of order l with l < m.
The operator Q is called elliptic at (x; ) if Q(x; ) is invertible. Clearly, u(x) can only be an asymptotic solution if the amplitude vector a(x) belongs to ker Q(x; ), the polarization space of Q at (x; ). Therefore, high-frequency solutions with nonzero amplitude vector can only occur if (x; ) lies in N = f(x; ) 2 T M; det Q(x; ) = 0g the characteristic set of Q.
At the points of N where det Q has simple zeros, the polarization space is onedimensional and one can reduce the study of the operator to that of the scalar case, cf. Dencker 8] . In turn the scalar case with simple zeroes can be reduced to the study of the operator @ @t , using multiplication by elliptic operators and conjugation by invertible Fourier integral operators, see Duistermaat and H ormander 13, Sec. 6]. A generic scalar operator will only have these, so called, simple characteristics, see Nuij 22] .
For e ects which are truly speci c for systems, we therefore must turn to the subset of the points (x; ) 2 T M, at which det Q has zeros with multiplicity more than one. This location is called the optical or acoustical axis by physicists when they consider the Maxwell equations or the equations for waves in elastic media. It has been known for some time that these multiplicities sometimes occur for topological reasons and are present generically, see Lax 19 ], John 14] and H ormander 18]. Rather than investigating the situation for generic systems we shall assume that for each (x; ) 2 T M, the principal symbol Q(x; ) is a real and symmetric matrix. This is the case for many systems in mathematical physics, in particular for all systems arising from variational problems, even when arbitrary lower order terms are added as perturbations. Under explicit and generic nondegeneracy conditions, stated in section 3, we obtain the normal form in a conic neighborhood of (x; ) 2 .
The two sign choices in (1.1) lead to drastically di erent behaviour of the solutions. For the plus sign, the operator is hyperbolic with respect to the variable x 1 . Close to , the bicharacteristic curves in the regular part of the characteristic set N form helices, narrowly winding around smooth curves in . Along with it, the polarization space rotates rapidly. For the minus sign, the operator is hyperbolic with respect to x 2 . The bicharacteristic curves in N approach and bounce away like a hyperbola approaching the intersection of its asymptotes. During the change of direction, the polarization space makes a quarter turn.
When thinking of systems with multiplicity, one rst thinks of the phenomenon of conical refraction of light, in which a thin lightbeam changes into a cone of light upon reaching an bi-axial crystal. This was predicted by Hamilton and experimentally veri ed by Lloyd in 1837, see Hamilton 9] The non-generic aspect of this system lies in the fact the it is independent of the coordinates in the base making the singular part of the characteristic variety involutive. Our paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we discuss how splitting o elliptic factors leads to 2 2 systems. In section 3 we study some basic symplectic geometry of the symbol in order to formulate the assumptions under which the normal form can be achieved. In section 4 we state the result and begin the proof which we nish in section 5. We nish, in section 6, by checking that Maxwell's equations and the equations for elastodynamics satisfy the genericity assumptions and realise both signs.
This work was started subsequent to listening to a lecture delivered by V. In the situation of Lemma 1 we will say that the l l operator P is split o from the k k operator Q, and refer to the process as splitting o an elliptic summand after smooth. In the context of asymptotic high-frequency solutions, \smooth" has to be replaced by \asymptotically small". Note also that the principal symbol B(x; ) of B is an isomorphism from ker P(x; ) 0 to the polarization space kerQ(x; ) of Q.
In particular these spaces have the same dimension.
We have det Q(x; ) = det P(x; ) det Q rr (x; ); in which det Q rr (x; ) is pointwise non-zero. This implies that det Q and det P have the same order of zeros. If dimkerQ(x; ) = l, then P(x; ) = 0, so det P has a zero of order at least l at (x; ). Because the same holds for det Q, we have proved:
Lemma 2. If dimkerQ(x; ) = l and Q(x; ) is invertible modulo its kernel, then det Q has a zero of order at least l at (x; ).
3. The genericity assumptions In the sequel, we will concentrate on a conic neighborhhood of a point in the set := f(x; ) 2 N j dimkerQ(x; ) > 1g:
Note that is a closed, conic subset of N. In this section, we will investigate the geometry of the symbol around , with the purpose of establishing the genericity assumptions under which the normal form can be obtained. We begin with the consequences of Lemma 1 for operators with real symmetric principal symbols. For the last statement, we observe that we can write the symmetric matrix P(x; ) in the form P = P(x; ) = q + r s s q ? r ! ; (3.1) for uniquely determined smooth functions q; r; s of (x; ), homogeneous of degree m in . The set is equal to the intersectin of the sets where q, r and s vanish. The scalar symbol equals p(x; ) := det P( ) at (x; ), which is a linear endomorphism of the tangent space T := T (x; ) (T M). Alternatively L can be regarded as the Hamiltonian vector eld on T of the quadratic part of the Taylor expansion of p at (x; ). The rank of L is equal to the rank of the Hessian of p at (x; ). It is at most equal to three, with equality if and only if H q , H r and H s are linearly independent at (x; ). We will assume this in the sequel.
Notice that the image R := im L is spanned by H q , H r and H s at (x; ). On the other hand, K := kerL is equal to the intersection of the kernels of dq, dr and ds at (x; ), so equal to the tangent space to at (x; ). Now the fact that the ow of H p leaves invariant implies that L is an in nitesimally symplectic transformation, that is, (Lu; v) + (u; Lv) = 0; u; v 2 T :
It follows that the range of L is equal to the symplectic orthogonal complement of the kernel of L. Now is said to be involutive at (x; ) if the symplectic orthogonal complement of T (x; ) is contained in T (x; ) . In our situation this would mean that R K, or L 2 = 0, so that the assumption that L is not nilpotent implies that is not involutive at (x; ).
If we restrict to R, then its kernel is equal to R\K and induces a nondegenerate antisymmetric bilinear form on R=(R \ K). Its dimension is even and at most three, so we either have R = R\K, corresponding to the case that is involutive at (x; ), or dimR=(R \ K) = 2, in which case is a nonzero 2-form on R=(R \ K). The ow of L preserves the form, hence L is traceless on R=(R \ K). Therefore, either L has two purely imaginary opposite eigenvalues or two real opposite eigenvalues.
Note that dim(R \ K) = 1, so there is always a zero eigenvalue for Lj R . which actually leads to a nilpotent part of L in T . For instance in the case that L is an in nitesimal rotation, this causes the bicharacteristic curves near to be narrowly winding helices along the curves which are tangent to R \ K. Hence, the condition that L is not nilpotent is equivalent to the condition that the right hand side of (3.4) is nonzero. If it is negative, then L de nes an in nitesimal rotation in R=(R\K), whereas L induces a hyperbolic area preserving ow in R=(R\ K) if the right hand side of (3.4) is positive.
Because det Q is a nonzero multiple of det P, we get that the linearization L Q (x; ) of the Hamiltonian ow of det Q at (x; ) 2 is a nonzero multiple of L, so all the conditions can be formulated in terms of Q, and are invariant under multiplication by elliptic factors and splitting o elliptic summands. We are now ready to formulate the assumptions under which we will derive our normal form. These coincide with the assumptions made by Ivrii 4. Formal Normal Forms Assumption 4, combined with Lemma 1, enables one to split o an elliptic summand and reduce to a two by two system with principal symbol as in (3.1). In this section we will determine the normal forms for these 2 2 systems. We will say that a smooth function R is at at if the full Taylor expansion of R vanishes at each point of . The main theorem of the paper is Theorem 5. Let P be 2 2 system with a symmetric symbol which satis es Assump- where the remainder term R is at at f ?1 ( ) = f(x; ) 2 V j 1 = 2 = x 2 = 0g:
The plus sign in ( 4.1) corresponds to the case that the nonzero eigenvalues of L, cf. Assumption 4 and ( 3.4), are purely imaginary, whereas the minus sign occurs if these eigenvalues are real.
The main step in achieving the normal form is: Note that in general the canonical transformation does not respect the bration (x; ) 7 ! x : T R n ! R n : Proposition 7. Letq;r;s satisfy ( 4.2), and assume they are homogeneous of degree 1 2 . There is a positive smooth function , homogeneous of degree 1 2 , such that f ;qg, f ;rg, and f ;sg are at at . ff; E ? 1 2 g = 0 using the homogeneity of f. Thus is homogeneous of degree 1 2 everywhere.
Proof of Proposition 6
The formal normal forms will be achieved by induction on the order. The rst proposition will establish the vanishing of the relevant Poisson bracket up to rst order. Before proceeding with the induction step we will introduce the usual machinery associated with ltrations by orders.
In this section we have use for the function e = qfr; sg + rfs; qg + sfq; rg: At every point of the Hamilton vector eld of e spans the nullspace of the restriction to of the symplectic form. This subspace is equal to the intersection of the kernel and range of L, c.f. Lemma 8. We can nd A and a conical neighbourhood of (x; ) such that on \ U fq;rg = fq;sg = 0 fs;rg = 1 in the + cases fq;rg = fs;rg = 0 fs;qg = 1 in the { case The ?-case is done similarly, swapping the role of q and r by using the bration:
A ! A t 1 0 0 ?1
Here we get all invertible symmetric matrices with negative determinant and we can solve an equation similar to the one above without choosing a sign. We will use the following spaces of formal functions. Observe that q; r; s are coordinates transverse to . De ne the ring:
where R ]] denotes formal power series. Let R be the functions homogeneous of degree with respect to the conic structure in T M. All the R are ltered by the degree of the lowest order polynomial term in the Taylor expansion in q, r, s. We denote this ltration by R = R 0 R 1 : : : :
We regard P as a symmetric matrix with coe cients in R Modulo R k+1 the functionsq;r;s depend only on the image of A in R k =R k+1 .
We will now de ne suitable vector spaces and operators to discuss the solubility of these equations. We use the associated graded vector spacesmay view GR k = R k =R k+1 , which is isomorphic to the space of homogeneous polynomials in q, r, s of degree k with coe cients in C 1 ( ). First we solve the rst two of (5. The codimension of ker is equal to l, so we get that the range of is equal to the kernel of .
On the other hand, using the Jacobi identity and the fact that fq; rg, fq; sg and fr; sg ? 1 all belong to R k , we get that ( 1 ; 2 ) = 0. The conclusion is that the equations j ( ; ) = j can indeed be solved.
Finally we solve the third equation of (5. This map is linear over C 1 ( ) and (q r s ) = (2+ + )q r s . So is invertible, which allows for unique solubility. To prove Proposition 6 we call on Borel's lemma 4], 17] which supplies a smooth matrix function which has the Taylor expansion prescribed by the lemma above.
Examples from mathematical physics
We rst take a look at the Maxwell equations and show that they can satisfy Assumption 4, with either sign for the sum of the squares of the eigenvalues of L, cf. Ivrii 11] . The Maxwell system in a dielectric medium is a system for R where ij (x) is the dielectric tensor, which is dependent of the space variables and which forms a symmetric 3 by 3 matrix with 3 positive eigenvalues. Assume that is diagonal, then we can write the symbol matrix as: As is customary in optics, we assume that 0 6 = 0, and we also assume that the eigenvalues of the dielectric tensor satisfy that 1 (x) < 2 (x) < 3 (x).
If the gradient @p=@ of p with respect to the -variables is equal to zero, then p = Next we turn to the equations for elastodynamic waves. These are again a system for an R 3 valued function on R 4 . Let (x) be the density of the material, c pqrs (x) the moduli of elasticity and u i (x) the displacement vector. The equations of motion are: @ t u p ? c pqrs @ q @ s u r = 0: (6.1) The elasticity constants satisfy pointwise the symmetries: c pqrs = c qprs = c rspq and the positivity c pqrs a pq a rs 0 for any symmetric matrix a pq .
Here we shall show that both signs are again realized in this system. Moreover, we observe once more that the derivatives of the material properties are responsible for the sign.
It takes considerable care to determine the conical points of the characteristic variety of the system (6.1). It is known that in the projectivized cotangent bundle the number of conical points is always even, must lie between 0 and 16 and can take any value satisfying these constraints, see Holm 10] .
In a medium of cubic symmetry there are many additional relations between the c pqrs and one can exploit these to compute the sign of the system at the points of multiplicity. In particular we can call on the results of Burridge 6] who computes the Hessian of the determinant of the symbol at these points. Working in a single bre and putting 0 = 1, he nds a point of multiplicity 2 with coordinates (1; ; ; ), for a certain number . At this point he introduces an orthogonal set of axis, the rst with direction (0; 1; 1; 1) and all in the hyperplane 0 = 1. In the linear coordinates of this system of axes he gets:
p(x; ) = R 2 1 ? S (   2   2 +   2 3 ) where R; S are positive functions of the moduli of elasticty which can vary independently. From this we immediately deduce that both signs can occur.
